
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Between

NANHI-IA UNIVERSITY
And

UNIVERSITAS MUHAMMADIYAH SURABAYA

Nanhua University and Universitas l\{uhammadiyah Surabaya aim to foster academic

cooperation between our two institutions. This agreement lends itself to the

development of a spirit of friendship and mutual interests, on a reciprocal basis of
respect for the independence and equal status of each university.

I. The two parties agree to:

i. Student exchanges; including field trips and volunteering opportunities.

ii. University faculty and researchers exchanges

iii. Identification of methods for academic collaboration, including summer

school and visiting lecturers

iv. Organization of joint research projects, including conferences and

meetings

v. The exchange of information and publications

vi. Other activities mutually agreed upon by the two institutions

II. The terms for assistance and funding for any specific programs and activities

shall be mutually discussed and agreed upon in writing by both parties prior to

the initiation of a particular progrilm.

III. Each institution will designate two individuals to coordinate this program

and all endeavors that may derive from it.

IV. No amendment, consent, or waiver of terms of this MOU shall bind either party

unless in writing and agreed upon and signed by all parties. Any such

amendment, consent, or waiver shall be effective only in the specific instance

and for the specified purpose given. By the signatures of the respective

authorized representatives below, both parties acknowledge having read and

understood this MOU and agree to be bound by its terms and conditions.

V. This MOU could be justified through discussion between the two parties
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VI. This MOU shall commence on the date of latest signature by both parties

and be in effect for five(5) years after which time, it shall be automatically

renewed unless either party gives a notice of termination.(Six (6) months prior to

termination.)

VII. This MOU is executed in English with two original copies, one for each

institution

VIII. This MOU goes into effect upon signature by both parties

Sig Signature:

President

Nanhua University

Chiayi, Taiwan

Date: /2 t ^

Rector

Universitas Muhammadiyah Surabaya

Surabaya, East Java, Indonesia

Date t( .-lo 
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